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News and Events

01

Joint Laboratory for Ocean
Research and Education
(LORE) Established at XMU

From November 8 to 9, the
“International Workshop on Processes
and Effects of Biogenic Element
Cycling in the Ocean” organized by
Xiamen University (XMU) was held
in Xiamen. More than 20 scientific
academics, experts and researchers
coming from countries including
China, Canada, the U.S., France and
Britain contributed their academic
reports to the workshop. The workshop
also witnessed the establishment of
“LORE” launched by XMU which
will serve to strengthen cutting-edge
research of ocean science through
research cooperation, technology
R&D and postgraduate programs.

02 Open Day: To Experience the
The 7 XMU Ocean Science
th

Mysteries of Oceans

On November 4, certain laboratories
on Xiang’an Campus of XMU were
opened to the public, attracting over
6,300 visitors and over 500 XMU
teachers and students. The 7th XMU
Ocean Science Open Day and Ocean
Culture Forum was held, with “our
mysterious seas” as this year’s theme.
As an important schedule of Xiamen
World Ocean Week, the XMU Ocean
Science Open Day is intended to
popularize knowledge of the oceans
in relaxing and interesting ways

02

that help the public grasp a better
understanding of ocean sciences
and arouse the public awareness of
ocean protection. Apart from regular
activities such as lab opening and
exhibition, some others were designed
this year, the most popular of which
was face-to-face communication with
ocean science experts.

03 Research Institute of Xiamen
The Intellectual Property

University Celebrates Its 10th
Anniversary

On November 2, the 10th anniversary
of the Intellectual Property Research
Institute (IPRI) of Xiamen University

01
02

was hosted on the campus. In July
2008, IPRI was jointly founded by
XMU and Fujian Intellectual Property
Administration. It is a key teaching and
research base for intellectual property
law and knowledge management
in China. This year’s celebration
included the opening ceremony of
“Fujian IP Attache Training Base” and
the signing ceremony of “Quanzhou
International Brand Evaluation and
Research Centre”. On that afternoon,
“the Belt and Road International
Intellectual Property Issues Seminar &
Forum on China IP Law Development
since Reform and Opening-up”
was held at Xiamen International
Conference & Exhibition Centre as

03
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part of the anniversary’s schedule.

04 Winner Speaks at XMU

Pritzker Architecture Prize

On September 17, lead designer of
RCR arquitectes (Spanish architectural
firm), Rafael Aranda, gave a lecture
at XMU, sharing his creation ideas
and project experiences with students
from the School of Architecture
and Civil Engineering. Centering
around the topic “Local Architectural
Practices”, Aranda introduced RCR’s
representative works over the past
3 decades that reflect the impacts
of environment on local buildings.
Rafael Aranda was the 2017 laureate
of the Pritzker Architecture Prize, an
influential architecture award.

05 Among the Top 1% of ESI
Two XMU Subjects Listed

According to the latest statistics
published on November 16 by
Essential Science Indicators (ESI),
two XMU subjects, Microbiology and
Pharmacology & Toxicology, were
listed among the top 1% globally. ESI
is an important analysis and evaluation
tool that measures the performance of
scientific research and tracks the trends
of science development, launched by
the American Institute of Science
and Technology, a world-famous
academic information publishing
institution. Until now, a total of 15
XMU subjects were listed among the
top 1% globally according to ESI and
Chemistry was listed among the top
1‰.

06

University, State Key Laboratory of
Cellular Stress Biology, Innovation
Center for Cell Signaling Network
of Xiamen University and Chinese
Society for Cell Biology. More
than 40 professionals and experts of
relevant areas were invited to present
reports at the symposium. Over 350
representatives coming from different
countries including China, the U.S.,
Britain, Italy, Germany and Singapore
attended the event. The Xiamen
Winter Symposium is an annually
international academic conference
committed to advancing cuttingedge research and exploration of life
sciences on different topics.

07

The 4th China College
Students’ “Internet+”
Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Competition

Huiqing, Deputy Minister of
Education, Li Shushen, Vice President
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Chairman of University Council Zhang
Yan, President Zhang Rong and many
investors attended the ceremony.
Ten competition teams signed the
memorandum of cooperation with
their investors and the trailer of a
new film about college students’
innovation and entrepreneurship was
released. Since 2015, the competition
has been held for four times. Many
high-quality projects with innovative
advantages and market potential came
to the fore from the competition. These
projects either obtained a huge market
promotion or attracted larger amount
of investment. Some high-quality
projects even led to the establishment
of star companies in their fields.

08 Medical Big Data Research
The National Health and

On October 15, the 4th China College
Students’ “Internet+” Innovation
and Entrepreneurship Competition
concluded at XMU. After 3-day fierce
competitions, 211 silvers, 96 golds
and 6 individual awards were granted.
XMU’s innovative project “Luohua
New Materials——Global Leader of
Laser Fluorescent Ceramic” was this
year’s runner-up. On that evening,
the award ceremony was held at
Shangxian Stadium of the university.
Ding Xiangyang, Deputy Secretarygeneral of the State Council, Lin

Institute of Xiamen University

In August, Chinese Health Information
and Big Data Association (CHIBDA)
approved the establishment of the
National Health and Medical Big
Data Research Institute of Xiamen
University, which would be jointly
established by the association and
the university. On September 26, the
inauguration ceremony of the institute
was held on Xiang’an Campus.
Jin Xiaotai, Former Director of the

The 9th Xiamen Winter
Symposium

On November 2, the 9th Xiamen
Winter Symposium on Hippo
Signaling in Development & Disease
was held in Xiamen. The 4-day
event was jointly organized by the
School of Life Sciences, Xiamen
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National Health and Family Planning
Commission and CHIBDA President,
President Zhang Rong, Vice President
Han Jiahuai and Wu Weiping, Deputy
Secretary General of the Xiamen
Municipal Government attended
the opening ceremony. Zhang
addressed the ceremony, saying that
the institute would strive to carry
out original research in the fields of
health big data and medical artificial
intelligence to promote the integration
of health information and industry
development.

09 Summit

The South China Fortune

On November 9, the South China
Fortune Summit was hosted at Hong
Kong Exchanges (HKEX) Connect
Hall. At the summit, the Xiamen
University Financial Alumni Union
was established. Zheng Yue’er,
Chief Executive of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region, Chen
Dong, Vice Director of Hong Kong
Liaison Office of the Central People’s
Government, Zhang Xiang, Hong
Kong University President, President
Zhang Rong, and President of
General Alumni Association, Xiamen
University Zhu Chongshi attended the
event. The summit consisted of three
keynote speeches and three roundtable
forums. The forums focused on hot
financial issues, covering topics
ranging from digital economy,

financial application of block chain
to the opportunities and challenges
for Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao
Greater Bay Area.

10 Student Biology Knowledge

The 2 Cross-Strait College
nd

Competition

To promote the study and exchange
of biological knowledge among
college students on both sides of
the Strait and encourage students to
carry out research on life sciences,
the 2nd Cross-Strait College Students
Biological Knowledge Competition
was held on Xiang’an Campus from
November 16 to 18. About 60 students
from three Taiwan universities
(Taiwan
Tsinghua
University,
Taiwan Jiaotong University, Chang
Gung University) and 10 mainland
universities participated in the contest.

09

08
04
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After fierce competitions, Shangdong
University came the first and XMU
won the second prize.

11

Indonesia Ambassador to
China Visits XMU

On November 25, H.E.Djauhari
Oratmangun, Indonesia Ambassador
to China, paid a visit to XMU and was
received by President Zhang Rong.
Zhang introduced to him XMU’s
history, subject construction and
fruitful outcomes achieved by the
university’s advantageous subjects.
On behalf of the university, Zhang also
expressed his willingness to cooperate
with universities of Indonesia in term
of student exchange programs.

12

Israeli Influential Architect
Amnon Rechter Delivers
Speech at XMU

12

11

On November 14, the South China
“Talk to Master” lecture organized
by the School of Architecture and
Civil engineering (SACE), Xiamen
University was held on the campus.
Invited by XMU academician Tian
Zhongqun and Dean of SACE
Wang Shaoseng, Israeli architect
Amnon Rechter gave a speech titled
“From an Original Idea to an Iconic
Building—A Journey in Search for
Inspiration”, which attracted over
200 students and experts. Amnon
Rechter is an expert in applying
innovative Israeli technologies to
architecture whose works feature the
ideas of environmental protection and
sustainable design.

13

The OneMBA Asian
Residency

Established in 2002, OneMBA is
a global executive MBA program
offered in partnership with five of
the world’s top business schools—
—FGV EAESP in Brazil, School of
Management of Xiamen University
(SMXMU) in China, EGADE
Business School Tecnológico de
Monterrey in Mexico, Rotterdam
School of Management of Erasmus
University in the Netherlands and
the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill Kenan. From October
20 to 27, 128 OneMBA teachers and
students from 20 countries gathered in
Xiamen, ready for their overseas study

in two Asian cities: Xiamen, China
and New Delhi, India. Wu Chaopeng,
Deputy Dean of SMXMU, expressed
warm welcome to OneMBA students.
The OneMBA Asian Residency was
based on the theme of “the Belt and
Road” in China, covering courses
of all forms including academic
lectures,
corporate
interviews,
innovative entrepreneurship seminars
and cultural experience. Through a
comprehensive introduction of China
and India, students would gain a better
understanding about the development
model of Asian developing economy
represented by China and India.

14

The 2nd Aviation Health
Management International
Summit

On October 15, the 2nd Aviation Health
Management International Summit,

hosted by Xiamen University,
Nanjing University of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, and Commercial
Aircraft Corporation of China Ltd
was held in Xiamen. The theme of
the summit was “Aviation Digital
Maintenance in the Age of Big Data
and Aviation Health Management in
the Age of Internet of Things.” The
summit focused on key technologies
for inspection and maintenance
required for the development and
commercial operation of civil aviation
and many experts in relevant areas
were invited to give keynote speeches
including Boeing aviation structure
design expert Aydin Akdeniz, Airbus
Group senior expert of aviation
health management system Matthias
Buderath, Fellow of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers FuKuo Chang.
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The 2018 In-Service Training
Workshop for Confucius
Institute Directors

On October 15, sponsored by the
Confucius Institute Headquarter
(Hanban) and organized by XMU, the
2018 In-Service Training Workshop
for Confucius Institute Directors
was held in Xiamen. A total of 47
Confucius Institute directors from 33
countries participated in the training.
Yu Yunfeng, Deputy Director General
of the Confucius Institute Headquarter
and Vice President Yang Bin attended
and addressed the workshop. Kelly
Smith, Vice President of La Trobe
University (Australia), spoke at
the workshop on behalf of foreign
directors. The training mainly focused
on Confucius Institute’s orientation
and characteristic development, and
the quality and efficiency enhancement
of Confucius Institutes. Lectures
covered a wide array of issues and
topics including China’s economic
construction, education development,
social reform and herbal Chinese
medicine culture. Up to now, XMU
has established 16 Confucius Institutes
and 47 Confucius Classrooms in 13
countries across five continents. So
far, 9 In-Service Training Workshop
for Confucius Institute Directors have
been held.

16

The Performance Tour of
XMU Student Art Troupe in
the U.S.

In order to promote Chinese cultures
and give full play to the unique
advantages of the Confucius Institute’
as a comprehensive cultural exchange
platform, the Office of Confucius
Institute Affairs at XMU organized
a performance tour by a school
student art troupe in the U.S. From
September 18 to 30, the student art
troupe gave their performances in
several Confucius Institutes and they
also prepared special performances
for XMU alumni in the U. S. The art
troupe was led by XMU Art College
and its members were composed of
students from the College.

17 Teachers

The 2018 Top 10 My Favorite

On November 20, the 2018 Xiamen
University Top 10 My Favorite
Teachers Awarding Ceremony was
held at Jiannan Auditorium of the
university. Students were invited to
recommend and vote for their favorite
teachers. The activity enjoying high
popularity among both students and
teachers, has been held annually for 6
years. This year, Yang Xinzhang from
the College of Foreign Languages
and Cultures, Ou Yangtong from
the School of Environment and

16
06
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Ecology, Wu Qiao from the School
of Life Sciences, Cui Xu from the
Art College, Yuan Zongli from the
School of Marxism, Du Ni from the
School of Mathematical Sciences,
Ge Shengxiang from the School of
Public Health, Cai Ning from the
School of Management, Meng Lei
from the School of Economics, and
Hong Xueming from the School of
Information Science and Engineering
were selected as the Top 10 “My
Favorite Teachers”.

18 Visits XMU

Duke Kunshan University

On October 19, Denis Simon,
Executive Vice President of Duke
Kunshan University (DKU) headed
a delegation to XMU. President
Zhang Rong received the guests and
introduced to them the university’s
achievements in the fields of chemistry,
ocean science, biology, public health,
artificial intelligence, new energy
and other scientific research. Zhang
further pointed out that XMU and
DKU shared broad cooperation
space in term of scientific research,
students exchange, innovation and
entrepreneurship. Denis Simon then
expressed the hope that more XMU
students could participate in their
summer programs in the future, noting
that DKU attaches great importance
to nursing students’ innovation ability

19

18

and entrepreneurial competence.

19 Visits Xiamen University

Fujian Province Governor
Malaysia

On September 18, Tang Dengjie,
Governor of Fujian Province led a
delegation to visit Xiamen University
Malaysia (XMUM). President Zhang
Rong accompanied the visiting
delegation and reported on the
developments of Malaysia Campus.
Vice President Yang Bin and
Malaysian Campus President Wang
Ruifang attended the event. Tang
visited the laboratory and the Student
Activity Center where he exchanged
views with teachers and students.
Tang spoke highly of XMUM,
saying that the campus was a key
project of China-Malaysia education
cooperation and a benchmark for the

20

construction of “the Belt and Road”
in the field of education. Tang added
that XMUM played an important role
in promoting trade cooperation and
cultural exchange between China
and Malaysia and Fujian government
would continue to offer the Malaysian
campus strong support.

20 Fellow of the Econometric

Prof. Hong Yongmiao Elected

Society

On November 8, the Econometric
Society announced the election of 22
new Fellows of Econometric Society.
Professor Yongmiao Hong from Cornell
University and Xiamen University
was one of the Fellows elected.
Founded in 1930, the Econometric
Society is an international society
for the advancement of economic
theory in its relation to statistics and

mathematics. Professor Hong is
currently a professor of Economics
and International Studies in the
Department of Economics at Cornell
University. Prof. Hong's research
interests include model specification
testing, nonlinear time series analysis,
financial econometrics, and empirical
studies on the Chinese economy and
financial markets. Prof. Hong is also
dean of the Wang Yanan Institute
for Studies in Economics (WISE)
of Xiamen University. He has long
been committed to promoting Chinese
economics, especially econometric
education and research. In 2015,
Hong Yongmiao was elected as an
academician of the World Academy of
Sciences (TWAS) for the advancement
of science in developing countries, in
view of his academic achievements
and contributions to China's economic
education and research.
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21

Inauguration Ceremony of
the University Consortium
of the 21st Century Maritime
Silk Road and University
Presidents’ Forum

On October 20, XMU played host
to the Inauguration Ceremony of
the University Consortium of the
21st Century Maritime Silk Road
(UCMSR) and University Presidents’
Forum. The event was graced by
dignitaries and officials from the
government of China as well as the
ASEAN Secretariat. Mr. Zhu Zhiwen,
Vice Minister of China’s Ministry
of Education, Mr. Lin Hepin, Head
of the Education Department, Fujian
Province, Ms. Adeline Lee from the
ASEAN Secretariat all took turns
to deliver speeches. More than 120
delegates from 66 universities across
17 countries and regions along the
Maritime Silk Road participated in
the event, with most of them being
Presidents/Vice Chancellors/Rectors
or senior officials of the participating
institutions. President Zhang Rong
said the UCMSR is being founded in
the light of in-depth cooperation and
integration of higher education across
the world. At the forum, presidents
and senior management officials of
participating universities delivered
their presentations on ‘Entrepreneurship
Education and the University-Industry
Partnership’, ‘Trends in Higher
Education:
Transformation
and

21
08

23
Internationalization’ and ‘Building
World-class Universities: Perceptions
and Thoughts’.

detector.

22 the 2018 Science and

On October 29, the 2018 International
Genetic
Engineering
Machine
Competition (iGEM) concluded
at the Boston Hynes Convention
Center. This year, 316 teams from
all over the world participated in
the contest and the XMU team once
again won the gold medal. Founded
by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the iGEM competition
is an international team competition
made up of undergraduate students
interested in the field of synthetic
biology. The iGEM competition gives
students the opportunity to push the
boundaries of synthetic biology by
tackling everyday issues faced by
the world. Comprising primarily
university students, multidisciplinary
teams work together to design, build,
test and measure a system of their
own design using interchangeable
biological parts and standard molecular
biology techniques. This year, XMU
iGEM team “XMU-China” developed
call-free systems for disease detection
and treatment and won the gold medal
which was the 8th gold medal for the
university.

Prof. Zhang Rong Receives

Technology Advancement
Award of the Ho Leung Ho
Lee Foundation

On November 6, the award ceremony
of the 2018 Ho Leung Ho Lee (HLHL)
Foundation was held in Beijing.
Prof. Zhang Rong of XMU was
honored with the 2018 Science and
Technology Advancement Award for
his outstanding research achievements
in wide bandgap semiconductor
materials and devices. Founded in
1994 by Hong Kong financiers He
Shanheng,
Liang
Shu,
He Tian and Li Guowei,
the HLHL Foundation is
currently the largest Chinese
public welfare science and
technology award fund. Prof.
Zhang was among the first
pioneers who studied III-N
semiconductors since the
1990s and he is an expert in
the materials, physics, opticelectronic devices of III-N
semiconductors especially
in the field of ultra-violet
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Another iGEM Gold Medal for

Global Touch

President Zhang Rong Leads a
Delegation to Visit Four
Universities in the UK
From June 18 to 21, at the invitation of Newcastle University (NCL), the
University of Sheffield, the University of Cambridge and the University
for the Creative Arts (UCA), President Zhang Rong led a delegation to
visit the above four universities.
The visit has achieved fruitful results. Zhang and Prof. Chris Day, ViceChancellor and President of NCL, reached a preliminary consensus on
the cooperation in many disciplines including film, cultural creativity and
medicine. Zhang and Prof. Sir Keith Burnett, the then Vice-Chancellor
and President of Sheffield, signed a memorandum of cooperation, opening
the intercollegiate cooperation between Xiamen University (XMU) and
Sheffield. At Cambridge, Zhang visited the famous Advanced Photonics
and Electronic Technology Center (CAPE) and had an in-depth exchange
with Prof. Chu Daping, the director of the center, to understand the
operation mode of the center and Cambridge’s innovative practice in
school-enterprise cooperation. In addition, Zhang and Prof. Bashir
Makhoul, Vice-Chancellor and President of UCA, signed a memorandum
of cooperation.
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President Zhang Rong Leads a Delegation
to Visit Malaysia and Indonesia
From September 15 to 22, President Zhang
Rong led a delegation to visit Malaysia and
Indonesia,

inspecting

Xiamen

University

Malaysia (XMUM) and promoting cooperation
with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN).
In Malaysia, Zhang paid a special visit to the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry
and the Ministry of Education. He thanked
the Malaysian government for its support
to XMUM, and communicated on various
issues including the development of the
campus, student enrollment, course approval
and student visa. In Indonesia, he visited the
ASEAN headquarters in Jakarta and discussed
student internship exchanges with Lim Jock
Hoi, Secretary-General of ASEAN.

10
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Chairman Zhang Yan Leads a Delegation
to Visit Universities in the United States
and Canada
From September 23 to 30, Chairman of University Council
Zhang Yan led a delegation to Canada and the United States to
consolidate and promote the cooperation and exchange between
XMU and North American universities.
At the University of Waterloo (UW), the delegation gained
an in-depth understanding of UW’s experience in cultivating
students’ practical ability. At Harvard University, the delegation
visited the Fairbank Chinese Research Center and had a meeting
with Dr. Lawrence S. Bacow, Harvard’s 29th president. At the
University of Delaware (UD), Zhang and Dr. Dennis Assanis,
President of UD, jointly signed a new round of comprehensive
memorandum of cooperation between the two universities.
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Vice-Chairman Li Jianfa
Leads a Delegation to
Visit Russia
From September 28 to October 4, at the invitation of
the Moscow State Institute of International Relations
(MGIMO) and National Research University Higher
School of Economics (HSE), Li Jianfa, Vice-Chairman
of University Council and Vice-President, led a
delegation to visit Russia.
During the five-day visit, the delegation held discussions
with leaders, experts and scholars of famous Russian
universities including Moscow State University,
MGIMO, HSE, St. Petersburg State University, and St.
Petersburg State University of Economics. On behalf
of the XMU, Li hoped to facilitate academic exchanges
with the above-mentioned universities, which received
an active response.

12
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Vice-President Yang Bin
Visits the Philippines and
Thailand
From October 25 to 30, Vice-President Yang Bin was
invited to attend the Second Council meeting of the
Confucius Institute at the University of the Philippines, and
the 9th Council Meeting at Mae Fah Luang University.
During the visit, Yang put forward his opinions on the
future of the Confucius Institute. He said that the Confucius
Institute should not only teach Chinese language, but
also promote Chinese culture. At present, the cultural
promotion of the Confucius Institute mainly stays at a
superficial level, such as paper-cutting, dumplings, dragon
and lion dance. He hoped deeper connotations of Chinese
culture can be taught in the future, such as philosophy,
science and social management system.
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President Zhang Rong
Leads a Delegation to Visit
Hong Kong and Macau
From November 7 to 12, at the invitation of some
partner universities and Hong Kong Alumni Association,
President Zhang Rong led a delegation to visit the Chinese
University of Hong Kong (CUHK), the University of
Hong Kong (HKU), the University of Macau and the
City University of Macau.
During the visit, Zhang and Prof. Rocky S. Tuan, ViceChancellor and President of CUHK, jointly renewed the
cooperation agreement and visited the laboratory of the
School of Materials Science and Technology and the
Department of Physics. Besides, Zhang and Prof. Zhang
Xiang, Vice-Chancellor and President of HKU, signed a
new round of student exchange agreements.

Founder of Hong Kong Allied
Group Visits XMU
On August 28, Lee Ming Tee, founder of Hong Kong
Allied Group, visited XMU.
Chairman Zhang Yan highly appreciated the
outstanding contribution of the Allied Group
led by Mr. Lee to the economic and social
development of Hong Kong and mainland
China, especially Fujian province. Mr. Lee
said that he would give strong support to
help with XMU’s development.

14
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Deputy Minister of
International Trade and
Industry of Malaysia
Visits XMU
On September 9, Dr. Ong Kian Ming, Deputy
Minister of International Trade and Industry of
Malaysia, visited XMU.
President Zhang Rong said that XMU hoped to
cultivate high-level marine talents for China and
ASEAN countries. Dr. Ong said that he would
spare no effort to cooperate with and push forward
the development of Xiamen University Malaysia,
as well as to promote substantive cooperation in
education, culture and trade between China and
Malaysia.

President of Hokkaido University
Visits XMU
On May 10, Prof. Toyoharu Nawa, President of
Hokkaido University (HU), led a delegation to
XMU.
President Zhang Rong pointed out that XMU has
established an “innovation and entrepreneurship”
base for students in Siming Campus and Xiang’an
Campus. Prof. Toyoharu Nawa said that he hoped to
send more students from HU to XMU for innovation
and entrepreneurship education.
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Global Touch

President of University of Sheffield
Visits XMU
From October 19 to 22, Prof. Sir Keith
Burnett, the then President of the University
of Sheffield, led a delegation to XMU to
attend the inauguration ceremony of the
University Consortium of the 21st Century
Maritime

Silk

Road

and

Presidents’

Forum.
He expressed that the establishment of
the Consortium is of great significance,
and Sheffield would play an active role
as a standing member to promote its
development.

President of Cardiff University Leads a
Delegation to XMU
On October 22, Prof. Colin
Riordan,

Vice-Chancellor

and

President of Cardiff University, led
a delegation to XMU.
Prof. Riordan and President Zhang
Rong renewed the implementation
agreement

on

the

Confucius

Institute. They also hoped to
strengthen the cooperation in
the field of medicine and launch
influential projects between the
two universities.

16
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President of Singapore Management
University Visits XMU
On October 22, Prof. Arnoud De Meyer, the
4th President of Singapore Management
University, visited XMU.
Prof. De Meyer recalled his relationship
with XMU and mentioned the achievement
of co-cultivating postgraduates in financial
management. He highly recognized the
proposals for deepening cooperation
between

the

two

universities,

especially the cooperation with
Xiamen University Malaysia.

Vice-President of Saint
Mary’s University Visits XMU
On November 26, Dr. Malcolm Butler, Vice-President of Saint
Mary’s University (SMU), visited XMU.
Vice-President Yang Bin, said that he would continue to support
the work of the Confucius Institute at SMU. Also, he hoped that
more outstanding graduates of SMU can serve as short-term
English teachers at XMU to improve the quality of English
teaching and enhance Canadian students’ understanding of
Chinese language and culture. In addition, Dr. Malcolm Butler had
a discussion with teachers at the School of Management, Xiamen
University. During the meeting, they discussed possibilities
and models of future cooperation, such as MBA, joint training
of EMBA programs, student exchanges for undergraduate and
postgraduate students, and short-term exchange programs.
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DISCOVERY

Key Signal Revealed Controlling the
Transmission of Malaria Parasite
Through Mosquito Vector
On August 24, 2018, a research paper entitled “ISP1-

polarization likely elevates local cGMP levels and

Anchored Polarization of GCβ/CDC50A Complex

activates cGMP-dependent protein kinase signaling.

Initiates Malaria Ookinete Gliding Motility” by Prof.
Yuan Jing of the School of Life Sciences at Xiamen

The research lasted for four years and was funded by the

University was published in the journal Current Biology.

National Natural Science Foundation of China and the

This study reveals a key step in the transmission of

Xiamen University President Fund.

malaria parasite through the mosquito vector - the
activation mechanism of the cyclic guanosine cGMP
signal that controls the motility and mosquito invasion
of the ookinete.
Ookinete gliding motility is essential for penetration of
the mosquito midgut wall and transmission of malaria
parasites. Cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP)
signaling has been implicated in ookinete gliding.
However, the upstream mechanism of how the parasites
activate cGMP signaling and thus initiate ookinete
gliding remains unknown.
Using real-time imaging to visualize Plasmodium
yoelii guanylate cyclase β (GCβ), researchers show
that cytoplasmic GCβ translocates and polarizes to the
parasite plasma membrane at “ookinete extrados site”
(OES) during zygote-to-ookinete differentiation.
The polarization of enzymatic active GCβ at OES
initiates gliding of matured ookinete. Both the
P4-ATPase-like domain and guanylate cyclase
domain are required for GCβ polarization and
ookinete gliding. CDC50A, a co-factor of P4ATPase, binds to and stabilizes GCβ during
ookinete development. Screening of inner
membrane complex proteins identifies ISP1
as a key molecule that anchors GCβ/CDC50A
complex at the OES of mature ookinetes. This
study defines a spatial-temporal mechanism for
the initiation of ookinete gliding, where GCβ
18
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Prof. Chen Huanyang’s Team Achieves
Water Wave Concentration
Researchers led by Prof. Chen Huanyang from College of

by the thin plate can ensure that all the energy enters

Electronic Science and Technology at Xiamen University

and is concentrated to the central region, accounting for

and Prof. Wang Zhenyu at Zhejiang University, have

only 1/3 of the original area. The peak of water waves

exploited ideas from optical engineering to devise

collected in the center of the device can reach 3.4 times

a structure that achieves water wave concentration.

of the peak value of the original water wave, and there

The article was published in Physical Review Letters

is almost no reflection which means that this design

(IF: 8.839 in 2017) entitled “Concentrators for Water

fundamentally guarantees the non-destructive collection

Waves”, which was briefly reported by Physics.

of energy of water waves. Such concentrators for water
waves realized by the method are easy to design with

Ocean waves contain lots of energy that could be

high efficiency of water wave concentration and almost

harvested. Coastal cities such as Xiamen have natural

no reflection loss.

wave water energy storage, but there are many problems
such as low efficiency in collecting and utilizing wave

Prof. Chen and his collaborators hope to extend these

energy. For example, it is unrealistic to lay a large-

experimental results to the use of ocean waves as soon

scale energy conversion device in ocean wave power

as possible. He said, “This study is an important step in

generation. Therefore, the failure to find efficient and

the application of waterfront projects, and we hope that

convenient ways to collect and utilize water wave energy

it will achieve greater applications in Xiamen in the near

has always been an important problem that hinders the

future.”

further development of water wave research.
The work was completed under the auspices of the
Inspired by the design idea of energy collectors from

National Excellent Youth Project, the Surface Project,

transformational optics, the researchers invented a new

the National Key R&D Program, and the Principal Fund.

type of structure that concentrates the energy of large-

The research highlights were also reported in the journal

area water waves into a smaller area to collect energy

Nature entitled “Water waves grow tall with help from

more efficiently. This new technique provides a new

a trick of light”.

method for the research of water waves, and is expected
to play a role in the construction of marine engineering
projects.
Based on the original optical concentrator and previous
studies on electromagnetic waves, researchers designed a
cylindrical concentrator for water waves with thin plates
stacked by employing Transformation optics and FabryPérot resonances. As long as the water wave satisfies
the integer multiple of the half-wave length of the
Fabry-Perot “optical path”, the resonant cavity formed
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Prof. Zhang Jie’s Team Discovers a New
Pathogenic Gene MEN1 in MDD
On September 13, the top journal of neuroscience Neuron

significant decrease in astrocytes. To investigate whether

(IF: 14.32) published online the latest research results

menin is involved in the development of a depressed

of Prof. Zhang Jie’s team at the Xiamen University.

phenotype in mice, the team produced a variety of

The team discovered the new pathogenic gene MEN1

neuronal menin conditional knockout mice. By testing

in major depressive disorder (MDD), and elucidated

the behavior of these mice, it was locked that the mice

the new mechanism of MEN1 regulating astrocyte

showed a depressive phenotype only after knocking out

inflammation in depression, thus providing a new target

menin in astrocytes. It was confirmed that menin may

and direction for the diagnosis and treatment of MDD.

promote the occurrence of depression by regulating the
function of astrocytes.

MDD is a neurological disease that is a serious threat
to human health and affects 30% of the population.

Astrocyte dysfunction and inflammation are associated

However, its pathogenesis is not clear. Chronic stress and

with the pathogenesis of MDD. However, the mechanisms

neuroinflammation are thought to be fundamental in the

underlying these effects remain largely unknown. The

etiology of MDD. As the most abundant astrocyte in the

researchers found that multiple endocrine neoplasia

brain, its dysfunction may be the root cause of depression.

type 1 (Men1; protein: menin) expression is attenuated

However, the role and mechanism of astrocyte-mediated

in the brain of mice exposed to CUMS (chronic

neuroinflammation in the development of depression is

unpredictable mild stress) or lipopolysaccharide.

still unclear.

Astrocyte-specific reduction of Men1 (GcKO) led
to depressive-like behaviors in mice. They observed

They found that in the chronic unpredictable and

enhanced NF-κB activation and IL-1β production with

LPS-treated simulated depression mouse model, the

menin deficiency in astrocytes, where depressive-like

expression of multiple endocrine tumor protein (menin)

behaviors in GcKO mice were restored by NF-κB

in the brain was significantly reduced, and the most

inhibitor or IL-1β receptor antagonist. Importantly, they
identified a SNP, rs375804228,
in human MEN1, where G503D
substitution is associated with a
higher risk of MDD onset. G503D
substitution abolished menin-p65
interactions, thereby enhancing
NF-κB

activation

and

IL-1β

production. The results reveal a
distinct astroglial role for menin in
regulating neuroinflammation in
depression, indicating that menin
may be an attractive therapeutic
target in MDD.
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RPS23RG1 Maintains Synaptic Integrity
and Rescues Alzheimer’s Associated
Cognitive Deficits
The latest research results by Prof.
Zhang Yunwu and Prof. Xu Huaxi
from the Institute of Neuroscience at
the Xiamen University were published
in the world’s leading magazine in
the field of psychiatry Biological
Psychiatry (SCI IF 11.982), entitled
“RPS23RG1 is Required for Synaptic
Integrity and Rescues Alzheimer’s
Associated Cognitive Deficits”. PhD
student Zhao Dongdong, from the
School of Medicine at the Xiamen
University, is the first author of the

interacted with PSD-93/PSD-95 through its intracellular

article. Prof. Zhang Yunwu and Prof. Xu Huaxi are both

domain, consequently sequestering PSD-93/PSD-95

corresponding authors.

from murine double minute 2–mediated ubiquitination
and degradation, thereby maintaining synaptic function.

Their research paper revealed a role for RPS23RG1

Restoration of PSD-93/PS-D95 levels reversed synaptic

in maintaining synaptic integrity and function and

and memory deficits in Rps23rg1 knockout mice. They

provided a new mechanism for synaptic dysfunction in

further observed attenuated RPS23RG1 expression in

AD pathogenesis. This demonstrated that RPS23RG1-

human AD, which positively correlated with PSD-93/

mediated pathways showed good therapeutic potential

PSD-95 levels. Importantly, an RPS23RG1-derived

in AD intervention.

peptide comprising a unique PSD-93/PSD-95 interaction
motif rescued synaptic and cognitive defects in Rps23rg1

RPS23RG1 is a new gene protein identified by the team.

knockout and AD mouse models.

In the previous study, it was found that overexpression
of this gene and its family can simultaneously inhibit

These results reveal the important role of RPS23RG1 in

Aβ production and tau phosphorylation, which played

the regulation of synaptic function and the mechanism

an important role in the pathogenesis of AD. Their work

by which AD disease occurs when abnormal levels

was published in high-level journals such as Neuron and

occur. At present, there is still no effective therapeutic

Human Molecular Genetics.

drug for AD, and clinical trials for Aβ and tau have also
failed, and it is urgent to find new therapeutic targets

In this latest study, the team also found that deletion of

for AD. Therefore, this work not only provides a new

the Rps23rg1 gene resulted in severe memory deficits

theory for explaining the disease process of AD, but

and impairment of postsynaptic structure and function,

also provides new targets and potential drugs for the

with marked reductions in postsynaptic densities-

treatment of AD, which has important theoretical and

93 and -95 (PSD-93 and PSD-95) levels. RPS23RG1

application significance.
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Archaeologists from XMU Discover the
Tombs of the Southern Dynasties in
Pingtan

Recently, archaeology teachers and students of the

more than 3000 years ago. The excavation enriches the

Department of History, School of Humanities at the

data for studies of the history of the local ancestors, the

Xiamen University discovered the settlement sites

migration of Austronesians and enhancement of the

of the Shang and Zhou Dynasties (c. 1600-256 BCE)

local cultural sequence.

and the tombs of the Southern Dynasties (420-589) in
Pingtan Island, Fujian, China. This discovery provided

Zhang added that, “In fact, it is a small village. We have

new materials for the archaeological studies of the

now discovered houses, tombs, and wells. Recently

islands in China. This is the first time that the tombs of

we found trenches. The layout of the whole village has

the Southern Dynasties over 1500 years ago have been

gradually become clear. Then we can infer the pattern of

discovered in Pingtan.

villages more than 3,000 years ago and get to know the
public space.”

Since September 2018, the teachers and students have
begun archaeological excavations in Pingtan. They

It is known that this archaeological investigation in

discovered cambered vaulting brick tombs this time,

Pingtan will last until the end of December.

typical of the Southern Dynasty tombs. Tombs of the
Southern Dynasties were discovered in other parts
of Fujian before, but this was the first time that they
had been discovered on an island.
Zhang Wenjie, Deputy Director of the Department of
History at the Xiamen University, told, “The tombs
are well preserved with all the burial objects, and
the tomb brick patterns are clearly visible. Based on
these objects and patterns of bricks, we suggest that
this site belongs to the Southern Dynasties.” This is
the first time that tombs of the Six Dynasties (220589) have been discovered in Pingtan, providing
important information for exploring local cultural
development.
In addition, the archaeological team also excavated a
village site with clear layout and complete structure
at the Rongshan site of the Pingyuan town, which
could date back to the Shang and Zhou Dynasties
22
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XMU Wins Grand Prize in National
College Student Embedded Chip and
System Design Competition

From October 27 to 28, 2018, the finals of the first
National College Student Embedded Chip and System
Design Competition were successfully held in Nanjing.
Two teams from Xiamen University (XMU), namely Yu
Man Tian Xia and Mr. Triple E, reached the finals and
won the grand prize and first prize respectively. Team
Yu Man Tian Xia was also awarded the Enterprise
Special Prize. XMU was awarded Outstanding
Organization Prize and teachers Lin Hezhi and
Chen Huabin from the School of Information Science
and Engineering, Xiamen University were honored as
Excellent Instructor.
Team Yu Man Tian Xia, composed of undergraduates
(Zhang Shaochen, Shi Qingzhou, Wang Zhichuan) from
the School of Information Science and Engineering
and the School of Electronic Science and Engineering,
Xiamen University is the only team that has won both the
grand prize and Enterprise Special Prize of Loogonson
Technology Co., Ltd. Their work combines the advantage
of Loogonson 2K1000 with UWB (Ultra Wide Band)
indoors positioning system with the highest precision
in the manufacture, control technology of micro UAV
Winter 2018
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(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) and control technology

undergraduates from the School of Information Science

of true-color LED lights to achieve the cluster light

and Engineering, developed an intelligent home

performance of UAVs, which enjoys extremely high

control system based on C.Sky processor platform that

technical and artistic value and was recognized by

combined the advantages of Aliyun and Wechat applet,

all the judges. Team Mr. Triple E, whose members

and has finally won the first prize.

include Dong Qi, Dong Yang and Zeng Zhaomeng,

XMU Team Bailu Achieves Excellence
in 2018 International Aerial Robotics
Competition (Asia-Pacific Division)

From August 25 to 27, 2018, the 2018 International
Aerial Robotics Competition (IARC) (Asia-Pacific
Division) was successfully held in Beijing. The
competition requires aerial robotics to fulfil the mission
without human intervention in order to promote the
technological innovation in
the area of unmanned aerial
vehicles.
Regarded

as

the

top

championship in the field of
aerial robotics and unmanned
aerial vehicles, this yearly
competition

originated

from 1991 and is funded
by AUVSI. The aim of this
competition is to advance
the technology of intelligent
unmanned vehicles by setting
up

challenging,

practical

and

meaningful

missions,

to explore the development
and application of aerial
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robotics and to encourage the participation of college

Science and Technology, Tsinghua University, Beihang

students from the Asian-Pacific region. The Asia-Pacific

University, Zhejiang University, etc.

division was set up in 2012 and the tournament so far
has been through 27 years, with six generations of

Team Bailu was established in 2012 with members of the

mission completed, which were all highly intelligent

UAV community of XMU. Under the support from the

technology competitions from automatic to autonomous

School of Aerospace Engineering, Xiamen University

control. The 7th mission “Air Shepherd Dog Action” was

and Xiamen University Graduate School, the team has

launched in 2014, and the 5th competition of Mission 7

developed quickly over the years. It has participated and

was held in 2018.

delivered great performances in the competition since
2014, which demonstrates the technical level of our

Mission 7 features high technical difficulty and long

UAV in the aspects of advanced navigation, autonomous

duration. It requires aerial robots to rely entirely on their

control and intelligent decision.

own indoor navigation and control technology to block
and bring 10 ground moving objects to designated areas

This year marks the end of the competition of Mission

of the competition venue, and to avoid collisions of four

7 and the opening of the competition of Mission 8. With

moving obstacles of different heights. Over the past

strenuous effort on court and off the court, Team Bailu

5 years, this mission has attracted over 60 prestigious

finally completed their entries and won the runner-up

universities including MIT, University of Pennsylvania,

prize of the competition, which is the best result XMU

Georgia

have achieved in the Mission 7.

Institute

of Technology,

University

of

Michigan, Purdue University, Hong Kong University of

XMU Intelligent Car Team Wins Two First
Prize in 13 th National University Students
Intelligent Car Race
The 13th NXP Cup National University Students Intelligent
Car Race was recently held at Xiamen University Tan Kah
Kee College. Three teams from XMU participated in this
competition. Team Nanqiang Zhizhi, composed of Shi Zenghui,
Yu Shaocong, Chai Shu and Zheng Wanxin, mentored by Huang
Yonglong, won the champion of the beacon countermeasure
competition. Team Nanqiang Zhixin, consisting of Tan Hao,
Zhuo Zhijian, Zuo Qi and Huang Jiayu, mentored by Luo Jincai
won the first prize in the wireless energy-saving group. Team
Nanqiang Zhizhen, composed of Peng Zhao, Meng Zhaodong,
Lai Wenxin and Yao Zhangrui, mentored by Ouyang Dongjie,
won the second prize in the electromagnetic intelligence car
race on highway.
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This

year’s

competition,

themed

as

“Artificial

Intelligence Changes Education and Life”, has set up

group, have won the first prize in previous races of
South China Region.

six racing groups and three additional groups including
groups for innovation and youth. It has attracted over

The event and participating teams are strongly

20,000 students from 2,300 teams representing 410

supported by the Xiamen University Modern Education

universities and colleges to participate in regional

Technology and Practical Training Center, School of

competitions, among which 1,129 participants from 341

Information Science and Engineering, and Xiamen

teams successfully advanced to the finals. Three groups

University Intelligent Car Team, a science and

from XMU, namely, the wireless energy-saving group,

technology innovation group founded by undergraduates

beacon countermeasure group and dual car meeting

with national influences.

XMU Aeromodelling Team Makes Remarkable
Achievements in 2018 China Aeromodelling
Design Challenge

After nine days’ cutthroat competitions, the finals

and landing shipment project and timed shipment and

of China Aeromodelling Design Challenge (CADC)

paradrop project.

successfully ended on September 30, 2018. XMU
Aeromodelling Team has won two first prizes, four

CADC has been held for 15 consecutive years. This year’s

second prizes and two third prizes in four different

final was held in Wuzhong, Ningxia. 1,920 students from

projects. It is particularly worth mentioning that the

nearly one hundred universities and colleges including

team has set the best record of XMU in vertical take-off

Beihang
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University,

Northwestern

Polytechnical

RISING STAR
University, Xi’an Jiatong University and
XMU participated in the finals. Led by
Guo Lijun, XMU Aeromodelling Team
consists of 31 members. They engaged in
four projects, namely vertical take-off and
landing shipment, timed shipment and
paradrop, earth reconnaissance and strike
as well as scientific and technological
innovation competition, all generating
outstanding results.
The team has provided a free and open
innovation platform for students with
aviation interests. All the models for the
competition were designed, made and
debugged by the team members. A model
with exquisite design and stable performance
requires not only craftsmanship, but also
consistent

learning,

meticulous

spirit

and trial and error. Students applied their
knowledge to the creation, design and test
of the model, which in turn developed their
operating skills, problem solving ability
and creativity.

Team SmartDSP Ranks the First in Grand
Challenge on MR Brain Segmentation 2018

The Grand Challenge on MR Brain

medical image segmentation. The purpose

Segmentation 2018 (MRBrainS18) was

of this challenge is to directly compare

held in Grenada, Spain. Led by Prof. Ding

methods for segmentation of gray matter,

Xinghao, SmartDSP from the School of

white matter, cerebrospinal fluid, and other

Information Science and Engineering

structures on 3T MRI scans of the brain,

ranked the top in the Three Label

and to assess the effect of pathologies on

Segmentation mission.

segmentation and volumetry. The threelabel segmentation mission is to design

MRBrainS18 is one of the world’s most

an algorithm to automatically segment the

influential competition in the field of

brain into three categories namely gray
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matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid.

for the algorithm design and optimization, and the code
implementation and debugging respectively. Based on

The competition this year has drawn the attention to

the data features of magnetic resonance brain image,

many from top universities and companies all over

SmartDSP made use of complementary information

the world. Finally, 34 teams from Xiamen University,

between multi-modal magnetic resonance images to

Tsinghua

North

efficiently simulate the spatial attention mechanism in

Carolina University, Aachen University of Technology

the segmentation task, thus enhancing the expression of

etc., stood out to the finals. After months of hard work,

features. The proposed model also achieved an optimal

SmartDSP from XMU clinched the championship in the

performance in the field of brain segmentation.

University,

Stanford

University,

three-label segmentation mission. Moreover, the track
record of SmartDSP is also eye-catching. Two other

In addition, Team SmartDSP came the third in the

algorithms designed by SmartDSP ranked the first and

Computational Precision Medicine at the MICCAI

the fourth in the MRBrainS13 Dataset (the predecessor

2018, the 21st International Conference on Medical Image

of MRBrainS18).

Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention, Spain.

They also achieved great performance in the 2018
SmartDSP was led by Prof. Ding Xinghao and instructed

Global (Nanjing) Artificial Intelligence Application

by Prof. Huang Yue and Prof. Cai Congbo. Two leading

Competition.

members Sun Liyan and Ma Wen’ao were responsible
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XMU Students Win the First Prize in the 12 th National
Chemical Engineering Design Competition

Held in Central South University,
the 2018 “Donghua Science and
Technology—Shaan Gu Cup” 12th
National Chemical Engineering
Design

Competition

(CEDC)

successfully came to an end. The
project “Annual Output of 100,000
Tons
by

of

Methyl

Methacrylate

Sinochem

Quanzhou

Petrochemical” proposed by the
team ChE Troop from College
of

Chemistry

and

Chemical

Engineering has won the first prize

a branch factory for a petroleum and chemical conglomerate which takes
isobutene as raw materials and finally produces organic chemical products

in the finals.

for non-fuel oil use. Over 9,000 students from 1,852 teams, representing 333

CEDC is an influential competition

teams successfully advanced to the finals.

in the area of chemical engineering
in China. It aims to foster students’
innovative thinking, develop their
engineering skills, cultivate their
teamwork spirit and enhance their

universities and colleges participated in regional competitions. In the end, 60

Since March, the contestants have carried out their engineering design from
several aspects such as feasibility demonstration, technological process,
equipment selection, autonomous control, workshop and factory layout,
environment assessment, safety evaluation and economic analysis. After five

design ability.

months’ fierce competitions the ChE Troop, composed of Liu Xuan, Zhu Lei,

Against the backdrop of global

finally won the first prize.

Wang Jiayi, Liu Hongdou and Lu Rongwei, advanced to the national finals and

climate change and environmental
issues, the idea to popularize
ethanol gasoline meets the pressing
need of the times. The competition
requires participants to design
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XMU Students Reap Grand Prize in the 8 th
China National College Student E-commerce
Innovation, Creativity and Entrepreneurship
Challenge
Recently, the 8th China National College Student

and organizing several visits to different companies, the

“Innovation, Creativity and Entrepreneurship” Challenge

team achieved fruitful results for the initial operation

was held in Taiyuan University of Technology. XMU

of the platform. The novel perspective and social

team “Shen Lin Qi Jing” won the grand prize in the

responsibility involved in the project made “Shen Lin

national finals.

Qi Jing” stand out from over 40,000 teams and finally
win the grand prize in the finals.

Team “Shen Lin Qi Jing” consists of five undergraduates
from the School of Management and the School

“Innovation, Creativity and Entrepreneurship” Challenge

of Economics, Xiamen University namely Hou

is organized by the Higher Education E-commerce

Zilong, Hou Mujun, Hu Peijun, Jiang Xiaojie and Ma

Professional Teaching Guidance Committee. It is

Chuanyong (instructors: Xu Meilian and Peng Lifang).

a competition aimed to stimulate students’ interest

The team strived to build a platform for students to

and potential and foster their innovative thinking and

visit enterprises and promote the dialogues between

teamwork spirt. From 2007 to 2017, the finals of the

enterprises and students, and interns and employees.

competition were held in different cities across the

By actively taking part in the cooperation with various

country including Hangzhou, Xi’an, Chengdu and

enterprises, facilitating investment and cooperation deals

Wuhan.
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XMU Students Achieve Great Results in
China-U.S. Young Maker Competition Final

The China-U.S. Young Maker Competition is a key activity of ChinaU.S. High-level Consultation on people-to-people exchanges co-chaired
On August 17, the 2018 China-U.S.

by Chinese Vice Premier Liu Yandong and former U.S. Secretary of

Young Maker Competition Final Award

State John Kerry. It provides students with an opportunity to apply their

Ceremony was held in China Millennium

creativity to a variety of areas, including community development,

Monument, Beijing. “The Smart Helmet

education, environmental protection, health and fitness, energy,

for Take-out Rider” proposed by XMU

transportation as well as other areas of sustainable development in

team finally won the second prize.

combination with innovative designs and cutting-edge technologies.

Another entry “DIA-FOOT” also got a
winning prize. So far, XMU has ranked

This year, the competition has attracted more than 6,400 young makers

top 3 for 4 consecutive years since 2015.

with over 2,000 entries, while over 400 makers from 75 teams from
China and the U.S. made to the final. After 4-days’ fierce competition,

“The Smart Helmet for Take-out Rider”,

only 1 entry won the first prize, 3 entries the second, 6 entries the third,

which is the combination of bone

and 15 entries got the winning prize.

conduction technology and hardware
including

photosensitive,

heart

rate

sensor and camera, is tailored to takeout riders to free their hands and keep
them safe. Lan Zhen from the School
of Electronic Science and Engineering
(ESE), and Liang Zhehan from the
School of Information Science and
Engineering, Xiamen University are the
leading members of the team.
Another entry “DIA-FOOT” is a specially
designed device which can help diabetics
to detect the distribution of plantar
pressure and make tailored physiotherapy
plans through AI analysis. Wu Qiong
from the School of Information Science
and Engineering, Wang Huan from ESE
and Zhang Jinfen from the School of
Medicine, Xiamen University are the
leading members of the team.
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Student from Confucius Institute Jointly Established by
XMU Wins the Team Championship for Africa Division
in the 17 th “Chinese Bridge” Chinese Proficiency
Competition for Foreign College Students
On August 4, the final and the closing ceremony

The final was divided into three parts,

of the 17th Chinese Bridge, Chinese Proficiency

namely “I am China Hand”, “Story of

Competition for Foreign College Students

China and West” and “Peak Declaration”.

sponsored by Office of Chinese Language

After three rounds of intense competitions,

Council International (Hanban) was

Lu Sinan from Russia won the

held and came to a successful end

championship and Ding Jiaming

in Changsha, Hunan Province. Ding

won the fourth place as well as the

Jiaming from Confucius Institute at

title of “Chinese Ambassador”

Nigeria Nnamdi Azikiwe University

and “Chinese Star”. Unlike other

jointly established by XMU won the

contestants, Ding Jiaming is a

championship of African division and

beginner of Chinese. He had not

ranked the fourth in the final.

learned Chinese before entering

Launched in 2002, the “Chinese

Confucius Institution at Nigeria

Bridge”

Proficiency

Nnamdi Azikiwe University, nor

Competition for Foreign College

had he been to China. However,

Students aims to attract people all

with diligence and hard work, he

Chinese

over the world to learn Chinese and give an insight into

passed the Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi (HSK) level 5 within

Chinese culture. 152 college students representing 118

18 months.

countries across the world took part in the competition.
The contestants made their way to the final in Changsha
through a series of fierce competitions.

Great importance has always been attached to the
connotative construction of Confucius Institute.
Confucius Institute at Nigeria Nnamdi Azikiwe
University has achieved fruitful results in school
management and student training since its
establishment. At present, it has one Chinese
undergraduate program, one Confucius classroom
and teaching center located in three neighboring
states, offering thousands of Chinese translators
for local Chinese enterprises every year. Though
students studying Chinese at Nnamdi Azikiwe
University are all zero-based, it is quite normal
for these students to pass HSK Level 4 within 12
months and HSK Level 5 within 18 months.
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Assistant Prof. Ong Wee Jun from Xiamen University
Malaysia Wins Important Research Award in
Germany and Malaysia

Assistant Prof. Ong Wee Jun in Chemical

He was also invited to publish a review article on the famous journal

Engineering

University

Chem (impact factor greater than 14), a journal starting publication

Malaysia won the Green Talents Award

in 2015 under Cell, one of the world’s most authoritative academic

hosted by the German Federal Ministry of

journal.

from

Xiamen

Education and Research. The prestigious
“Green Talents – International Forum for

ONG Wee Jun received his Ph.D. from Monash University in 2016

High Potentials in Sustainable Development”

and joined the A*STAR Institute of Materials Research and

aims to promote the international exchange

Engineering in Singapore as a researcher. In 2018 he joined

of innovative green ideas. The award

the Department of Chemical Engineering, Xiamen University

honors 25 young researchers each year.

Malaysia as an assistant Prof. Ong focus on developing organic

Winners from numerous countries and

and inorganic hybrid nanostructures through heterogeneous and

scientific disciplines are recognized for their

homogeneous catalysis to address the seriousness of energy security

outstanding achievements in making our

and environmental issues. He has published over 40 SCI articles,

societies more sustainable. Selected by a

including one for Cell Press, one for Chem. Rev., one for Nano

jury of German experts, the award winners

Energy, one for ACS Nano, three for J. Mater. Chem. A. 17 papers

are granted unique access to the country’s

are ESI top 1% highly cited papers, and 1 is ESI top 0.1% hot papers.

research elite.

The total number of citations of his paper by others exceeded 3,700,
and the h-index reached 27.

At the same time, he also received the 2018
Young Scientist Award from Malaysian

Ong Wee Jun is invited to be the editor-in-chief and co-editor for

Institution

of

Chemical

Engineers

a number of renowned journals including Materials Horizons,

(IChemE).

The

UK-based

institution

Scientific Reports, Frontiers in Chemistry, Nanotechnology and so

established this award in 1994 to commend

on.

the young scientists for their outstanding
achievements in chemistry, biochemistry
and bio-processing. Tuanku Zara Salim from
Malaysia presents the award personally.
In addition, Ong Wee Jun was selected as
Emerging Investigator for 2018 by Journal
of Materials Chemistry A for his important
work in the field of materials energy and
sustainability. His articles were collected in
the journal and one was selected as the cover
article.
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Christmas in
Xiamen University
by Roy Meek

The season of peace and goodwill
In western tradition, Christmas is a time of peace and joy
and family celebrations. So, for some western students
studying in Xiamen University, December evokes the
feelings of separation from home and family that we
usually call homesickness.
Of

course

domestic
are

prone

all

often only a short period of separation mitigated by easy
communication and, in the case of some other students,
family visits to China.

Christmas in Xiamen
Both Hanna and Xiaoning missed
the excitement of seeing

customary signs of Christmas. In

students,

and

overseas,

to

experience

the west Christmas, symbols and
a “Christmassy” atmosphere are
pervasive during the holiday

homesickness. According to

season. But in Xiamen the

research, it could affect up to

expression

77% of all first year students.
For overseas students like
Hanna

Brunzel

and

Chen

Xiaoning, both from Germany and studying for a term
in Xiada, Christmas was the trigger for their first pangs
of homesickness.

the

of

Christmas

is limited to international
hotels, some shops and cafes.
Of course, they both know Christmas is not a
Chinese festival. However, Hanna admits to still being
surprised at the lack decorations and Christmas symbols
but was pleased her perceptions of cultural difference
was being challenged.

Christmas, like Spring Festival, emphasises families
and is often the time of family reunion. So, for students
studying in Xiamen University during the winter
semester, it could be their first Christmas away from
home. And to add “insult to injury” Christmas is at the

As a way of enjoying the Christmas spirit in the
university, the overseas students organised their own
small celebrations. In one of my classes students
from Germany, France, Italy and Spain, Denmark and

same time as the end of term exams!

Australia shared their unique Christmas traditions during

However, like most students they easily coped by

also learned about the origins of Santa Clause, and how

demonstrating the resilience you would expect from
students leaving the comfort zone of home. Hanna,
Xiaoning and their families are aware of the pressures
of living overseas and brace themselves for what is
34
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a “pizza party” where they and the Chinese students
British people celebrated Christmas.

The 4th China College Students’ “Internet Plus” Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Competition: Gold Medal Winners’ Stories

“Luohua New Materials” Team:

A Journey to Our Dream
On October 14, the final contest of the 4th China

With the help of Prof. Xie Rongjun from the College

College Students’ “Internet Plus” Innovation and

of Materials of XMU, “Luohua” team developed their

Entrepreneurship Competition began in the Shangxian

own technology in full spectrum fluorescence ceramic

Field at Xiamen University (XMU). “Luohua New

converter and laser light source. Their achievements

Materials” team, from the College of Materials, won

have profound significance in breaking foreign countries’

second place in the final.

technological monopoly in this area. “It’s my great
honor to be not only a participant but also a facilitator of

“We ranked the 10 last year, but we were the runner-up

the technological development of our nation. I am really

this year. We have broken our university’s records in this

proud of my students,” said Prof. Xie.

th

competition twice in succession,” one of the
team’s advisors Du Chao said with excitement.

“Luohua” team encountered many challenges while

“Luohua New Materials” team emerged from

preparing for the “Internet Plus” Competition. The first

640 thousand teams across the nation. How did

challenge was time management. Since team members

they manage it? They shared their stories after

had the pressure of work, studies and scientific

the competition.

research, they had to seek a balance among
these tasks. The second challenge was
the divergence of views. Because
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members were from different fields and professions,

place, creating a new history for the university in this

there were different opinions and even arguments in the

competition.

team. In this regard, the team had reached a consensus.
Luo Xuefang, team leader of the project, said, “Different

On October 15, “Luohua New Materials” team had a

opinions are not bad. A collision of viewpoints will

meeting with the president of XMU. In this meeting, the

produce better solutions. If the atmosphere is too tense,

team looked back upon the journey they went through

we will stop to have some grass jelly. A cup of grass

together over the past year. They had developed their

jelly can solve every problem.”

professional knowledge and skills; they had accumulated
experience in the business operation; they had gained

In order to get fully prepared for the competition, all

true friendship in this team. All these memories would

the members worked on the project even in holidays.

last throughout their lives. They also expressed their

Their slides, manuscripts and video were revised over

gratitude to their colleges at XMU, “Bo’er Technology”

and over again. “Our slides had more than one hundred

team, and all those who had generously helped them.

versions and manuscripts more than twenty. Our video
was being modified until the last minute. We only had

“Luohua” team’s journey in this competition has come

one dream, that was to get to the final stage and bring a

to an end, but their dream will continue. With what they

wonderful road show to the audience,” said two of the

have achieved today, they will bravely pursue their

members. Their dream came true. Luo Xuefang led her

dreams in the future.

team to the final of the competition and won second

Gold Medal Winners’ Stories

“Guardians of Fruits and Vegetables”:

Support Poor Areas with Technology
On October 13, “Guardians of Fruits and Vegetables”

for fruits and vegetables preservation and their own

won a gold medal in the 4 China College Students’

technology for fruits and vegetables preservation at

“Internet Plus” Innovation and Entrepreneurship

room temperature. They overcame technical barriers,

Competition.

acquired the core preservation technologies at room

th

temperature and made great contributions to helping the
Jia Yulong, leader of the team, is a doctoral student

poor areas in China.

from the School of Life Sciences at Xiamen University
(XMU). Under the guidance of his supervisor Prof.

Jia shared his story about how he started his project on

Chen Qingxi, “Guardians of Fruits and Vegetables”

preservatives. In 2011, Prof. Chen took him and some

developed their own formula containing natural extracts

other students to a planting base in the Minhou County
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of Fujian Province. They found that rot was
a frequently occurred problem after the fruits
and vegetables were picked. How to reduce
the rate of rot was an important issue in this
industry. Prof. Chen spent the past decade over
the issue and finally found that some active
substances extracted from natural bearberry
could help to preserve fruits and vegetables.
Since then, Jia has been focusing on research
to solve such problems in agriculture.
When the 4th “Internet Plus” Competition
began, Jia formed a team called “Guardians
of Fruits and Vegetables” and started their
journey in this competition.
However, the journey did not go smoothly.
They had to squeeze every possible minute
to work on their project and struggled for
solutions when they had different ideas.
“When going to Jiangxi Province to attend
an event, I suffered from sickness due to
lack of a good rest and the heat of summer.
Even so, I managed to visit every peasant
family as scheduled. After negotiating with
officers from local villages and towns and

members are from poor areas in China and they once

reaching an intention of cooperation, I went to meet

witnessed such tragedies happening around them. We all

local farmers to get more information on their situations.

want to help to reduce farmers’ loss with our technology

I almost missed my train back to Xiamen due to these

for preserving fruits and vegetables.” Up to September,

visits. When the competition was just around the corner,

2018, they have helped 5790 people from poverty-

our team member Li Menghao persisted in working on

stricken areas to increase incomes.

our project in spite of a bad cold,” said Jia. Their team
was never stopped by challenges. Just as Jia described,

“This is a good starting point, yet it is not the ending

“There is no ‘giving up’ in our dictionary.”

point. We will never forget why we began and we
will continue this project in the future,” Jia said with

When asked why he decided to use their technology to

determination. The gold medal was a reward for the

help poor areas, Jia replied excitedly, “I saw too much

“Guardians of Fruits and Vegetables”, as well as a

loss caused not by low yield but by poor preservation

powerful impetus for them to carry on this meaningful

technology when doing the project. Some of our team

cause.
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Model Teachers at XMU

Chen Xiangliu:

With Innovations, With
Enthusiasm
[ Profile ]

Chen Xiangliu, born in July 1979, is now the Secretary of Youth
League Committee of the School of Mathematical Sciences,
Xiamen University (XMU). Since joining XMU in 2007, Chen
has won many honors including but not limited to: “Excellent
Counselor” of XMU in 2012, 2014, and 2016; “Excellent
Counselor” of Fujian Province in 2014; “Excellent Secretary
of Youth League Committee” of Fujian Province in 2018.

Ten years ago, Chen Xiangliu-who had just become

students were willing to have such a lunch with Chen. It

a student counselor at XMU-welcomed his students

was in the canteen that Chen came to know his students

at Zhangzhou campus. In order to obtain an in-depth

better, gave them advice, and became a close friend to

understanding of his students, Chen planned to have

them.

a face-to-face talk with them. However, he found that
his students were too busy having class and completing

About the secret of how to talk with students, Chen

assignments to meet him. Finally, Chen decided to have

said, “The most important thing is to respect students.

lunch with his students so that he could know students

A counselor should not be a superior to the students,

better without occupying too much time.

and instilling personal ideas into them is not smart. You
have to communicate with them on an equal footing.

Since then, Chen became a lunch companion with his

This will be more effective.”

students. Now, it has been ten years since he launched
this “lunch project” and more than 600 students were

Through talks with students, Chen found out that some

benefited from the talk. At first, students were worried

students had difficulty with their studies, yet they were

about having lunch with him, but those who had lunch

reluctant to ask for help. Derived from the lunch table, a

gave positive feedbacks and later, more and more

project aiming at helping students was implemented in
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the School of Mathematics. Later it was introduced
to the whole university to benefit students who had
trouble with advanced mathematics. This project
went even further. In 2013, an online Q&A platform
called “Jingrun Primary School” was built. From
offline to online, this project broke the limitations
of time and space, providing assistance for more
people.
In 2014, Chen led his students to Shuanghe Minzu
Middle School in Yunnan Province. They taught
local students and did social research there. This
activity turned out to be meaningful and rewarding,
which became a routine activity in summer for Chen and

way to school due to the poor transportation condition.

his students. According to Chen, this activity created a

Every morning and afternoon, his father would carry the

win-win situation, as it not only broadened the horizons

students across the river on his backs. Chen Xiangliu

of the students in the middle school, but also brought a

wanted to be a great teacher like his father, “I want to

sense of fulfillment to XMU students.

offer a helping hand to my students when they are in
trouble, just like what my father did to his students. The

In retrospect, Chen said he learned a precious lesson

joy of seeing my students’ growth is my great treasure.

from his father, who chose to become a teacher in a

There is no material substitute for such treasure.” This is

primary school in a mountainous region after graduation.

Chen Xiangliu, pursuing his dream with innovations and

Half of his father’s students had to cross a river on their

with enthusiasm.
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Model Teachers at XMU

Liu Wen:

Diligence Is My Motto
[ Profile ]

Liu Wen graduated from Xiamen University (XMU) in 2001 with
a bachelor’s degree in biology. From 2002 to 2005, he worked
at the Sanford-Burnham Institute for Biomedical Research in
California, USA. In 2011, he graduated from the Department of
Biology at the University of California, San Diego with a Ph.D.
in biochemistry. From 2011 to 2013, he worked at the University
of California, San Diego School of Medicine. Currently he is
a Professor of the School of Pharmaceutical Sciences at XMU,
mainly focusing on research concerning major diseases such
as cancer. He is one of the holders of two US patents and has
published several papers on magazines such as Nature, Cell,
Cancer Cell and Molecular Cell, etc.

When asked what the secret of success was, Prof.

Along with all the honors come more duties and jobs.

Liu answered without hesitation, “Diligence. There

When talking about how to work efficiently under tight

are no short cuts to do scientific research. You have

schedules, Liu said, “It is a good habit to manage your

to invest time and energy into it.” He added, “People

time.” He comes to the school every morning at 8:00

who can stay focused and keep working have greater

a.m. and always leaves the lab around 11:00 p.m. It

chances of success in any field. For researchers, their

seems overwork for ordinary people, but for Liu, such

love for scientific enquiry is very important because it

a schedule is not a burden as long as you could strike a

is the foundation. But more importantly, you need to

balance between work and rest and develop a healthy

work hard and keep going.” This is how Pro. Liu has

lifestyle. The key was to make full use of time and to

accomplished so many achievements over the past five

maximize work efficiency. He stressed, “Don’t waste

years at XMU.

time on unplanned things.”
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Liu is also strict with his team members.
It is a rule that everyone in his team
has to attend routine group meetings
on time and absence is not allowed.
Besides, everyone has to work in the lab on
weeknights and Saturdays. These disciplines
are clarified before each member joins the
team. Therefore, members in his team all
hold a diligent attitude towards work and they
cooperate harmoniously.

Liu witnessed how Prof. Zhang focused on his work until
midnight. Up to now, Prof. Zhang still does likewise.
Time doesn’t witness the work enthusiasm fading for

Liu regards the team as a big family, for which he
believes he has to take responsibility. To his students,
he is not just a mentor, but also like a father. He always
shares his own experiences with the students and
organizes activities for relaxation in holidays. If students

Prof. Rosenfeld and Prof. Zhang, and their spirit does
bring Liu Wen to join their ranks.
It is Prof. Liu who keeps telling the truth with his own
deeds that the diligent ones are always rewarded.

have difficulty in paying tuitions, Liu will try his best
to help. He uses his talents allowance to subsidize the
postdoctoral researchers and to
pay salaries to the technicians
outside the staffing plan.
Liu said that there were two
figures

who

had

the

most

influence on him, “One is my
doctoral tutor, Prof. Michael
G. Rosenfeld and the other one
is Prof. Zhang Xiaokun.” Prof.
Rosenfeld is now over 70 years
old and still insists on working in
the lab from morning to evening.
As for Prof. Zhang, he left a deep
impression in Liu’s early life
when he was working in the US.
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Model Teachers at XMU

Zhou Dawang:

Honor Your Commitment
[ Profile ]

Zhou Dawang, professor, dean of the School of Life Sciences,
graduated from Xiamen University (XMU) with a bachelor’s
degree in organic chemistry in 1998. He obtained a master’s
degree in City University of New York, and a Ph.D. in Einstein
College of Medicine. In 2006, he went to Harvard Medical
School for postdoctoral research. He has published several papers
on top journals like Cancer Cell, Nature Immunology, Science
Translational Medicine, Nature Communications, Cell Reports
and so on.

In 2011, Zhou Dawang, who had spent nearly 12 years

Zhou believes that it is necessary to educate students

in the United States, came back home to work at Xiamen

in accordance with their characteristics and to create

University. When talking about why he made such a

some challenges for them to foster spirit and skills of

decision, Zhou said that he was attracted by China’s

problem-solving. Zhou himself has been insisting on

rapid development of science and technology as well as

teaching courses for undergraduates. Through lectures in

its increasing need for professional talents. After being

class and discussions after class, he imparted knowledge

back to XMU, he continued his research and published

of the most cutting-edge research to his students and

a series of papers. However, Zhou had a vision of being

emphasized the importance of teamwork and sense of

more than a researcher. For him, being a good teacher

responsibility.

may be more meaningful, as he said, “When I retire,
what makes me happy and gratified is how many students

Zhou regards teaching and learning as a top priority

I have taught and how much they have achieved, but not

for which he has his own standard. He once said to his

how many papers I have published.”

students, “What I really care is that whether you have
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made progress during the time
you learnt with me. If I point out
your three shortcomings that need
improving and when you leave,
you have at least improved one or
two of them, it will be a success to
me. If when you leave, instead of
getting rid of your shortcomings, you form two more of
them, it will be my failure.” Just in a few years, some
of his students have achieved remarkable results under
Zhou’s supervision. His doctoral student Zhang Shihao
obtained the prize of 2017 Fujian Provincial Excellent
Doctoral Dissertation and received the national funds
for post-doctoral research. Geng Jing, his other doctoral
student, also received the national funds called “National

In Zhou Dawang’s view, an excellent teacher should
be student-oriented, giving top priority to educating
students. He said, “The way ahead is so long without
ending, yet high and low I’ll search with my will
unbending.”

Young Talents Lifting Project”.
In order to upgrade the quality of college education,
Zhou Dawang adopted several innovative approaches.
He set up research courses for undergraduates,
encouraged lowerclassmen to experience labs through
open day activities, and invited
prominent researchers to give lectures
for students. He also made great
contributions to creating some new
education modes, and the introduction
of the Beutler Institute to XMU was one
example. In 2015, the Beutler Institute
-which was founded by and named in
honor of Dr. Bruce Beutler, 2011 Nobel
Prize winner in Physiology or Medicinewas officially established in the College of
Life Sciences, XMU. This was a pioneering
move in the history of the university and
propelled several outstanding students into
the field of scientific research.
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Model Teachers at XMU

Xu Chongli:

Carry on the Enterprise
of Confucius
[ Profile ]

Xu Chongli, professor of the School of Law, graduated
from Xiamen University (XMU) in 1987 with a bachelor’s
degree in law. In 1990, he graduated from Shanghai
Academy of Social Sciences with a master’s degree in law.
In 1996, he obtained a Ph.D. in international economic law
from the School of Law in XMU. His research direction
includes international economic law, international
relations and international law, and international private
law. In 2011, he was granted special allowance from the
State Council.

Xu Chongli, professor of the School of Law, graduated

graduated and became a teacher here. Since then, it has

from Xiamen University (XMU) in 1987 with a

been 29 years.

bachelor’s degree in law. In 1990, he graduated
from Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences with a

An “old” XMUer as he is, Xu feels a little bit nervous

master’s degree in law. In 1996, he obtained a Ph.D.

to this day, just like in his first class. Even though it

in international economic law from the School of Law

has been nearly thirty years since his first class, Xu still

in XMU. His research direction includes international

remembers it clearly. Although he had got well-prepared

economic law, international relations and international

for that class, Xu ended up with an embarrassing situation

law, and international private law. In 2011, he was

- he finished in advance and left a quarter of the class

granted special allowance from the State Council.

time. In front of around fifty students about his age, he
was more or less nervous and as a result, he spoke too

In his graduation memory book, Xu wrote a sentence to

fast. Such an experience left a deep impression on his

express the career he aspired to, “Carry on the enterprise

mind. After that, he invited his colleague Li Qi to class

of Confucius.” In 1990, Xu came back to where he

and asked for advice on improvement. Gradually, he
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developed a unique teaching style via deep reflections,

he recommended deserved what he wrote. Xu once

continuous designs and deliberate polishing.

recommended a student to the Aviation Department
of McGill University in Canada and the next year he

It is time-consuming to prepare a fascinating lecture, but

received an email from the university appreciating his

Xu thinks it is a teacher’s basic job to do so. Even if he

recommendation and expecting more from him in the

memorizes the contents of his lectures by heart through

future.

the 30-years’ teaching experience, he would prepare the
contents again every time before a lesson. In Xu’s view,

In addition to teaching tasks, Xu have also invested a

this is the most basic respect to his students as well as

vast amount of time and energy to research. He is clear

his work. Emphasis is also attached to both thematic and

that he will be left behind if not making progress in

systematic delivery of his classes. He said, “I agree and

academic enquiry, and therefore he gives prominence to

also hope that a course is carried out by only one teacher

research and puts considerable efforts into it. Despite his

from the beginning to the end so that the continuity and

diligence, he is also modest about what he has achieved,

the logic of the course are ensured.”

“I know there are teachers more diligent than me and
they all set models for me, so that I need to keep working

If his students have problems in aspects other than his

hard.”

courses, Xu is willing to provide help. Speaking of
writing recommendation letters for students, he said he

Xu interprets the connotation of a teacher with his

wouldn’t write meaningless lines with only big talks

enthusiasm and commitment. He concluded his career

but nothing practical, and made sure every student

pursuit as “being the right person in the right place”.
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Office of International Cooperation and Exchange, Xiamen University
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Add:422 Siming South Road, Xiamen, Fujian 361005
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